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The global financia l markets had a great change due to the innovation and 
prosperity of financia l derivatives during last century. However, frequent 
financia l cris is makes people began to reflect on the traditional financia l 
theories which based on effective market hypothesis. Along with the pioneering 
study on behavioral economics and econophysics, people found out that the 
economic system obvious ly vio lated the traditiona l theoretical assumptions, 
economic agents were not all rationa l with heterogeneity, the market could not 
evolved to equilibrium state while had long-range tempo-spatial correlations 
and self-organized criticality in certain conditions. Therefore, statistical phys ics 
and dynamics theory which based on complex nonlinear system are now being 
widely used in economic and financia l fields. Artific ia l neural network is a 
typical multi-body nonlinear dynamics system, which learn and memor ize  
system characteristic information through the attractor, being used widely in the  
forecasting of financ ial t ime series.  
In this thesis, we apply the Monte-Carlo-Adaptation rule to construct a 
multilayer feed-forward neural network for the exchange rate prediction and 
new portfolio product design of private equity placements. The results of 
exchange rate prediction has a considerable advantage in comparison to the 
least square method, the traditiona l feed-forward neural network and the 
support vector machine method. The optimization portfolio being selected by 
the portfolio strategy behaves significantly better than CSI 300 index and the 
bench stocks in three weighted methods, which shows the validity of the 
portfolio strategy. 
The thesis ma inly contains the following four sections: The first section 
gives an brief review of the development of traditional financ ia l market theory 














artific ia l neural network and the design princip le of Monte-Carlo-Adaptation 
rule. The third section applies the artificia l neural network based on 
Monte-Carlo-Adaptation rule to the exchange rate prediction and details how 
the method realize the goal of minimizing the system risk  in the financ ia l data. 
The fourth section put forwards a optimizat ion portfolio method of private 
equity p lacements through the statist ical ana lysis of the historical data 
combining with the artific ial neura l network. This passive combination 
investment is of practical s ignificance to  those institut ion investors who mainly 
build up combinations as the main kind of investments. 
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